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Glow Discharge Spectrometries as tools for Ultra Fast Depth Profile
Characterization of Thin and Thick Films
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Glow Discharge Spectrometries provide direct measurement of the chemical

composition of materials as a function of depth, with nanometre resolution and the

capability to measure both thin and thick layers.

These techniques rely on the fast sputtering of a representative area of the material of

interest by a high density (10

14

/cm

3

) and low energy plasma.

The unique characteristics of this plasma allow very fast erosion (2-10nm/s) with

minimum surface damage (as the incident particles have an average energy of about

50eV) and it has been shown that it can be used advantageously for sample

preparation in SEM.

When coupled to a high resolution optical system, the resulting technique is called

Pulsed RF GDOES, when coupled to ToF MS detection, it is named Plasma Profiling

Time of Flight Ion Mass Spectrometry. Both instruments feature an advanced pulsed

RF source offering automatic matching in pulsed mode and allowing the

measurements of conductive and non conductive layers with excellent depth

resolution.

Various applications will be presented ranging from thin film analysis for composition,

contamination detection, surface area measurements and doping level to the

characterization of diffusion mechanisms. Aspects of analytical performance with

regards to sensitivity, depth resolution, quantification, repeatability and sample

throughput will be presented.

Coupling analytical techniques featuring various lateral resolutions as for instances

performing XPS measurements within the GD craters interrupted at interfaces is a

way to take advantage of the respective strengths of both instrumentations. Possible

issues on sample transfer between instruments, contaminations or compositional

modifications by sputtering must be addressed and will be discussed.
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